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to buy) within-the district must determined. You will

not be' paying for them again. ':Ifou Will, however, have-tO
V

4 0

includp the ,cost og using,thenresaurces yd,have already
.

paid for District7specIfic prices- -the, prices you haye

to pay for `eacli resourceareused"tb estimate the cost.
.

The resulting estimated project cost in this case is the
0 a

distrit-sPecific cast (DSC)-.in yourdistrict. This is Your

cos : -- -what you prOVahly would have to spend for the projgct
.

: as defined.

The overall process, of estimatingboth the project-cola.-
_ .

parable cost"and the distrIctspecific cost for a.progect i
,

pictdred in 2. In.thiA process, your first step,

whether you are estimating either the MC or the D§C, is to

.

describe the prOject. The second step is to determine its

resource requirements. In the third step, these resource

requirements are then multiplied by the appropriate prices

(either s ndard or district) to develop the type of cost

estimate you

Description of the Educational Project

-The educational project has-'as its core an instructional
.

strategy. This instructional strategy includes both the
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cluiivelY by the diStrict or project staff in their.analyses,
7-1

of 1 'rnative projects within their district.

Tne structure of Fig. 1 roughly reflects the structure

of this handbook. In Chapter II, before taking yoil into the

detailed steps, "however, we provide what we hope will be an
4

illuminating glimpse at the nature of the resource approach

to educational project cost analysis. A discussion of the.

rationale underlying the resource approach to educational

project cost analysis is followed by an abbiviated dis-

cussion of the steps in the process of estimat g dif-

ferent types of project cost.

We describe the nature. of project-comparable cost and

district-specific cost, delineating the differences be-

tween the two types,of cost estimates,. We also distinguish

between, an acquisition cost and an operational cost for each

type of cost. !We also explore.what we mean when we talk

about cost information. This discussion sets4the stage

for a look at the general use of appropriate cost information.

In Chapter .III, we provide an illustrative sample of

project cost estimation. Specifically we lead you throilgh

the development of the types of cost information you need.

The concluding two chapters are concerned with the use of.'

-6-
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cost information in comparing projects from the perspectives

of persons within a district (Chapter IV) and at the federal/

state levels (Chapter V).

4.



II. THE RESOURCE APPROACH TO COST ANALYSIS

The resource approach to cost analysis is designed to

provide cost estimates that will permit equitable compari-'

sons among projec..:s, where cost or cost/effectiveness is

the basis for comparison. A project is a combination of

resources used in a specified manner to achieve stated

objectives. We are using cost as a somewhat abstract, but

common or universal, measure of the nature and quantities

of the resources required for a project. We are mostly con-

cerned with the cost as measured by using standard prices

for the same resources. As an individual you are concerned-

. with your cost. (We will identify and discuss this distinc-

tion in later chapters.)

4

The process begins with determining the resources used

in an instructional project. The cost of these resources--

staff, facilities, equipment and materials - -is then'esti-

mated, using standard prices for comparable resources. The

1.

resource approach is best explained by defining the elements

of the approach that distinguish it from the more tradi-

tional cost analysis used in answering questions such as:

"What does it cost to operate the media center?" and "How

can we be more- 'efficient ?"

-8-
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In this chapter, the discussion of. the resource

apprOaCh is followed by a brief exploration of the rationale

underlying its development. The major steps in the process

are then briefly described. The closing discussion of this
r

Chapter deals with the use of the appropriate cost informa-

tion in comparing projects.

DEFINITION OF THE RESOURCE APPROACH

Key phrases in the opening sentences provide a handy

organizational device for an efficient, brief definition

of the resource approach.- These phrases are: (1) the re-

sources used in an instructional project, (2) cost esti-

mates that will permit equitable comparisons, and (3) stan-

dard prices for comparable resources. Together, they cap-

ture .the essence of the resource. approach. Within each

phrase, however, lie many nuances, all with their own im-

pact not only on the procedures of estimating cost but also

on the uses of those estimates.

Resources Used in an Instructional Project. All the

resources used in instruction an3 in direct instructional

services to the project should be included in defir .ng the

resource requirements for a particular instructional project.

-9-
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(An instructional project may have any "size" dimension--one

or many classrooms may be .involved.) The objective is to

identify the differences iR i-legarce quality, quantities and

utilization that distinguish One project from another. Re-

sources that are commonly accepted 'as being provided to all

projects may be excluded. Classroom space and typical class-

room furnishings can serve to make the point: if each of

the projects occupies a conventional classroom, then in-

cluding the cost of the space simply inflates the cost esti-

mate for each project by the same amount. On the other

hand, if one of the projects, by virtue of its design, use&

an additional laboratory or resource room; then its resource

requirements (and the resulting cost estimate) are higher by

the incremental space and its cost.

Cost Estimates That Will Permit Equitable Comparisons

Again, the cost estimate to be used in comparing projects

covers the cost of all resources used in the project as

stated above. The Cost of the resources directly used in

providing instructi8n should be estimated regardless of the

source of the dollars with which the resources were pur-

chased or regardless of the fact that the resources were in-

herited, cost-free, from a previous project.

-I0-
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There is another way of looking at the resources to be

only the costs of .resources that change because

of the existence of a project are in. luded. -rf Project A

results in a change, in, say, the cos of operating the school

media center and Project B does no then the cost of Pro-

-jett.A includes_the additional dia center cost and the cost
- - _ -

of Project B does not. This aspect of the resourawapproach

is particularly cogent in assessing the cost to "produce .

educational results or in determining, in a research-like

mode at the federal or state.levels, what project (or conibi-
.

nation of resources) Vork-e and with what cost.

Let's take two examples. First-you are trying to de-
.

termine, as the first step in&our search for a good project,-

which of several projedts is more-cost-effective. What yoU

really want:to be able to say is that the resources o4Pro-

. ject A,.P. or C produced some level of achievement. In order

to make comparative statements about-Project A, B or C, you

have to have information about' all .the resources needed by

each project. The fact that Project A's resources were

,mostly paid for frdill last year's Title I funds is irrelevant;

Project A needed thOge resources to make it work, and the

11
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cos t of those resources should .be

timate of Project A.

As another example; you are trying to decide whether

you should select Project A, B or C for your district or

school. (The cost and outcome for Project A, B and C are

about ;the same.) You are not now concerned with cost in a

strict external comparative sense. You want to know what

Project A, B dr C will cost in _dyourigtricn Say, for
. -

example, Project C uses a well-equipped reading-laboratory

and you already have one available. Your cost for Project C

will be less than the cost Of Project C in another district

that, does not have a reading laboratory. In this case, the

cost of Project C, in the resource-situation of your dis-

trict, is also less than your cost of Projects A-or B and

you have tipped the cast /effectiveness scale in favor of

'Project-C.

Standard Prices for Comparable Resources. In translat-

ing the project's resource requirements-into an estimate of

cost, standard prices should be used for comparable re-.

spurces.' The standard price should be the simple average

. '

price (across locations)

a price of $15,000 would

for that resource. For example,

be used for each classroom teacher

-12-
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with average qualifications, or $5,000 for a typical in-

structional aide., Remember, the purpose here is to estimate

a cost that will allow comparisons of projects on an equal

basis. The price " -is- -used for-resources with

the same quality characteristics;

The use of standard prices is not necessary when you

are estimatingyoUrcost to implement a project in your dis-

trict. You have to pay your teachers according to'your sal-

ary schedule and you will pay local prices for other re-

sources.. ,More will be said about this shortly.

By now, you should, have gained the feeling that the re-

source. approach to.co6t'analysis we are Discussing is tightly,

tied to resources or the analysis,of'resOurces. Resources--

What_#ey.are and what you have'to'pay forthemdo make the

difference in-the estimates of"project.cost, independent of

the purpose of estimating theT&OstYou might also be

---.cking,"What's new?"

RATIONALE UNDERLYING THE RESOURCE APPROACH

First,there really is nothing new about the resource

approach. It is a relatively simple, common-sensical

approadh, that was put together in response to the-wide-

-13- .
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'.spread, indiscriminate practice of measuring a project's

cast according to the expenditure per student: This dollars-
_

per-student measure was rarely questioned. We are sure all

. of you, can cite cases where decisions were, in fact, baSed.

on this one pieCe of information. In fact, it is the usual

practice to give the cost per student for a project with no

.indication of what Is included in the'cost.

If, however the instructional strategiesrof new pro-,"
jects in other districts asre.to'be successfully utilized. in

your district, information about the. resources used and °

'their cost as well at the effectiveness of these projects

must. be available to you when assessing which project you

cart use. The development of the resource approach was un-.

dertaken because' the state-of-the=art in costing educational

projects did not then Provide'the desired equitable cost.

basis for comparing projects. ,

As mentioned earlier, the resource approach was origi-

hally desijned to, yield project cost estimates that could

be equitably compared across projects or districts. At the

time.of its design we were faced with the folloWing problem.

Program X, a mixture of ten projects, was in operation in

-14-
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various regions of the country and

these:projects compare in terms of

the question was; "How do

their costeffectivahess?"

We had the cost-per-student figure for each project. Now

the question. was, "What doe6- this figure meatir. We also

knew the number,of students in ea:Ch.project and could mul-

tiply the per-student cost b}; that number to get some type

of total cost for each project.-

Again, we were faced with the problem of what the fig-

ures meant. We were confident that price differences could

explain some of the higher, or lower, cost figures.01A'pro-

ject of a certain nature.will /ost more in a district with a

higher salary schedule and-in a district that is in an area
0

with higher price* for the Other resources used inthe pro-
Q

.,ject.- Salary schedules and *pripe differentiais could, of

course, be miniptilated to .give an adjusted cost foi each pro:,
t.
t I

ject But, the-information On what was included in the cost

figure was still.missing. We-had to.determine, for each pro-,

ject,-the resources used (by type, quality and quantity) and

.

the nature of other cost-generating:activities such as mater-
.

ials developMent and pre-service training of the project's

teachers.



Armed with the information about the resources needed

for the, projects and by using- a standard price fcir dom-

parable,resources, we were able to Construct "a relative

cost" for each of the Projects. It was this cost that 'we

relateitoAhe outcome of the project so ehat'we
o

could rank.

the projects in terms of their cost-effectiveness. As you

will see later, this cost figure;has some very,specific,- an

somewhat limited, uses.

The series of events just described led

the resource apptoaah-ra-educational project.

indirectly to

cost analysis.

I
We add the qualifier "indirectly" becauSe at that time' the

approach was not identified as the resource approadh or

-......,

even -a-g an approach. Only with use, and with the recognition
-,

of the crucial role the knowledge of resaurces played in
. ,

estimating a project's cost,: the proposed considerations,

in estimating cost become tagged with its

In short, we have no definitive

catchy moniker.

answer to 'Ole question,

What's new? We simply packaged the conventional:cost-esti-t'

mating procedures in a manner that would give us the cost

information we needed in our comparison of alternative pro-
,

jects:

-16



There is a parallel in our daily life. In 1969, the

Federal Truth-In-Lending Act provided consumers with a guide,

the Annual Percentage Rate (APR) which enables them to com!-

pare the interest charges of different lenders. The APit'as

you know, is a uniformly stated cost of credit, calculated

in aimpleiiinterest terms. Regardless of how the lender cal-
.

culates the finance. charge., all lenders must now expregs the.

cost of a loan in the' samie way. The APR serves the same

A

purpose as the project cost figuie estimated using the re-

source approach. Just as you can compare-the Cost of lenders

by using the APR, iou can compare the cost of projects as

producers of educational:outcomeS, using theproject cost

figures -as Index-like measures.

We haVe been using the terms "project cost figure"

and "project cost information" in a rather vague manner.

This was intentional. We wanted to delay introducing -.any

more precise terminology until our brief discussion of the

steps' in the process of estimating project cost.

STEPS IN THE PROCESS.

In the resource approach to lost 'analysis you are con

cerned "th.determininvthe pical resource requirements

11%

-17-
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for die projetk and with calculating the dollar cost. Your

first step is to determine the facilities, staff,-, equiprent,

materials and services needed to conduct the.edacational'

project. You then translote these resource requirements'

into an estimated project cost. Following thi. sdquence

.

forces you to explicitly consider the,varying'resourcere-,

. .

quirements for different projects.

t.

41z4

When rou are estimating the cost of projeOs yod want
.

to compare, you should include the cost of all resburcesi--.

-
even the free ones already available within the district-ot

Inherited from some of you dibcoiltinued projects. As dis-.

cuSsed'earlierr.a standard price-(or more simply; the same

a
price) for comparable resources is used to estimate the cost.

The resulting estimated cost is identified as the-project-
-

comparable cost (PCC), It is, in essence, a fictitious cost.,

that puts all projects on an equal basis. It is a cost you

can use in comparing projects,, in relating project,costs.to

outcome or in an initial screening process.'

It estimating the projecticost to be used in deciding

whether or 4,ot you should' imple9ent a particular project in

your district, the resources avail-able (those you do not have
. .

I' -18-
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to buy) within -the district must ..be determined. YO.0 will

not be' payiug for them again. Youv w.11, however, have".t0
,.. , . . . .. i.

, . . ..
.

.include. the ,cdst of using, thec,resaurces you, haye already
.

. 1

paid for District- specific pricestile priCes you have

:to' pay- for 'each' are used' to estimate the cost.

The resulting estimated proje4 cost in this case is the'

district-specific cost (DSC)- in.your district. This is your
. . ,

cos:--what you probably would have to spend for the projAct

: as defined.

The overall process, of estimating both the project-cow--
9

parable cost" and the district'- specific. chst for a.,prOgect .is

.

.in 2. In thiA
,

process, your. first step,

whether. you are estimating either the PCC4or theDSC, is. to

describe .the. prdject. The second step is t

- resource requirements. In the third step,

.

determine its-

these

..

resource
.

requirements are then multiplied by the appropriate prices

(either s ndard or district) to d4velop the type of cost

estimate you

Description of the Educational Project

The educational project has'as its core an instructional.

strategy. This -instructional strategy includes bOttr the

.

a
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RESOURCES

MEP

Describe the project

MEP 2

=1..

Ditermitie resource requirements.

STEP 2A

Determine total,

resource

:requirements'

Needed to develop

the project--one

time (start7up)

Needed to operate

the projeCt--re-

curring costs

STEP 23

Determine your

resource

requirements

(total less

those available

cost-free)

Needed to ` develop

the project- -one

time (startup)
Into

Needed to operate

the project--re-

curring costs

fi

4
PRICES

1STiP 31

Estimate project cost

Use standard prices for

comparable 'resources

Use standard prices for

comparable resources

Dge your district's pricesHo

X Ilist your district's prices

Fig. 2- -The process of estimating project cost

.27
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Project-Comparable Cost (PCC)
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Acquisition Cost

Operational Cost

$

District - Specific Cost (DSC)

Acquisition Cost

Operational Cost
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resources and the way in which the resources are used to

produce the educational outcome.L The quality of the esti-

mate of the cost depends on the completeness with which the

resource requirements are determined. This determination,

in turn, depends on the description of the project. In

defining the project, the types and magnitude of Support

activities (project planning) or services (evaluation or

pre-service training) also need.to be identified.

Determination of Resource Requirements.

The definition of the project is followed by the 'deter-

ruination of its resource requirements. Most resources are

dir4ct counts'of the type, quality and amount of.staff,

equipment and materials. OtherS are "functional packages,"

such as evaluation or pre-service

ak.combinations.Of resource 'items

service..
. -

training, which are'costed

or.as a price-per-unit of

If yon are estimating a prOject's cost so that you can

compare it to other projects on a' cost basls,..then_you will

be =concerned with all the resources needed. If you are esti-
taw,

mating your cost to implement the' project in your district,

or comparing -the cost of implementing one project or another

.

/
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in your district, than you will be concerned with the net

resources needed. The net resources are the resources you

will tive to pay for after you "subtract" your cost-free .

resources.

There is another small twist that we briefly mentioned

in Fig. 2. This is the type of.'

! term "type" in an attempt to

-earlier and that showed up

cost estimate. We used the

avoid jargon but now we have to be more precise. When you

buy something, you often have to pay a one -time cost and

then a recurring cost to use it or operate it. The same

distinction occurs in buying an educational project. In

this discussion,`' we have chosen to use the term "acquisition

cost ", to identify the initial cost of those resources you

have to acquire in order to:implement the project. It is,

essentially, the start-up cost. The term "operational cost"

covers the recurring cost of operating the project--the cost

of maintaining.the project over some period of time. In a

fiduciary sense, you could amortize the purchase price of

most resources. and develop an "annualized cost "a reason-

able measure for project .ctimparisons if all resources are

included, and the estimates are made using the same factors.

T22-
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in making comparisons of :projects with the purpose of

deciding which project you can afford, information about

'both the acquisiton cost and the operational cost is impor-

tant. It may be that you. can afford to acquire the project

but. not to operate it. You have the facilities you need

for the project and most of the equipment is available from

a discontinued project but you cannot affb.rd to pay the

.staff salaries. -If you have information about the acqui-

sition cost and the operational cost, you are.in.a position

to make amore realistic decision.

We have stressed.the need to determine what resources
OF

are required and to estimate the :coat based .on those re-

sources. Knowledge of the specific resources'is important,

fOr another reasOn-resource availability. Suppose that

You,have determined the resources needed and that the esti-
,

mated operational cl(t Of the

bt.i\t the project, As desighed

trict, requires ten special

rears of experience. If you

\'

at the price you planned to spend; 'lour cost of

\

project is within your budget,

and operated-in another dis

reading teachers, each with five

cannot find ten reading teachers
it

yfbe beyond
. 1

the project

your budget (due to the higher salaries you



would have to pay). It may be that you cannot find ten

reading teachers at any.price; in this case, the project is

infeasible from the point of view of resource availability,

not cost.

Estimation of Project Cost

The estimation of project cost involves, in simple

terms, multiplying the resources required by their appro-
a

priaie prices. When you,are estimating the pioject-com-

4Tarable cost (PCC),-use standard prices for comparable re-

sources or for cost-generating activities. When you are

estimating the district -specific cost (DSC) --the cost you

have to pay in your district--use your local prices. .Natu-

rally, the use of the different types of prices applies

whether you .are estimating the acquisition cost or the op-
,

erational cost. The details of the Rrocess are discu.ssed

in the following chapter.

USE OF APPROPRIATE'COSTINFORMATION

We recognize that cost is,not the Most important con-

side ration in many of your decisions. But our contention

is that better cost information can be helpful in making

-24-.
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more informed decisions. The resource approach, which in-

volves systematically .estimating cost from the resources

needed and developing cost estimates relevant to the,

decisions you are making, provides you with more useful

cost information that a simple "accounting" cost per student.-

It is often difficult to realize there is anything out

of the ordinary about what something might cost. If we are

economically rational, we all ask questions about cost.

When buying a house we are concerned with, at a minimum, the

down payment and the monthly payments; we.might also inves-

tigate the impact on the monthly paYment:of a higher down

payment, a longer-term mortgage, or a different interest

rate. We also add in the property taxes and 'the monthly ex-:

penses of maintaining the house in determining whether or

not wecan afford to buy. Roughly the same types of cost

are considered when buying a car--tfie initial cash outlay

and the recurring operating expense. You might be able' to
.

afford a Cadillac in '1978 with a small down payment but not

be able to afford -the yearly expenses of interest and maim
.

tehance in subsequent years.

The types" of project cost information we defined

725-
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earlier have similar uses in comparing projects. The acqui-

,

sition cost is your one -time payment; the operational cost

is your recurring, expense for each time period of operation.

Both these cost estimates are incremental cost to your dis-

trict and would be. calculated using your statement of re-

sources needed and your prices; In effeCt, the estimates,

tailored .to the specift6 environment of your district, are

still only planning cost figures--estimates of likely dollar

cost impact to helpyou'in making affirst selection among

alternatives., As estimates,' they are not intended to meet

the demands of financial accountability in expending publdc

funds. -

The DSC.estimates are, howeVer, closer to reality than

the .PCC estimates, which are calcUlated using standard

prices for the same type and quality of resource. The PCC

is, for your use, an indeilike cost--an estimate' of what

Project A might cost. You should use. the PCC eStimate-(es-

timated by you or others) as an `initial screening mechanism.

If you hear. of a super project in a far-away distriCt

and if you have a statement of its resource - requirements

and an estimate of its project-comparable cost,.then you

-26-
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-have at=leastsome idea of whether the project is gold-
!,

plated or silver-plated. ,If, on the other hand, the far-

away project is touted as having a low per-student cost,

I ,1

. and if you do not have .a statement of its resource require-

4-

ments or' if you do not know the number of students served,

then you have almost no real feeling for the total cost of

the project.

At the district level use the PCC estimates --both'the

.

acvisition cost and operational cost--as a screening mech-

anism td identify proje&s'yau might be able to afford ,Or

projects that are more cost - effective. Use both categories

of the DSC estimates in your district planning when compar-

ing projects you might want to implement.

The' real power of the PCC estimates lies in its com-

parability and in its use:Fulness for identifying the more

cost-effective uses of resources bydifferent educational

projects. As discussed in Chapter V, the PCC estimates are

useful in acrosS-site comparisons of project cost,.

In using,cpst information to your best advantage, you

have to have a basis for understanding either the limits on

the use of the cost information or- the adjustmentsJieeded

-27-



to make the cost information useful to. you. If yoU use t4

steps discuSsed.in ehe.following Chaptertemal&the esti-

mates Or either the PCC or the DSC, you

for, understanding the cost information.

will have the baSis

You will have a

de a of what costs are included in the estimates. And

perhaps, you also wiil.know the limits on the
_ _ - -

cific set of estimates..

r

-28-
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III. ESTIMATION OF PROJECT COST

It is common practice to. give the,cpst per student for

a project but to provide little or no indication of what is

,included in the coSt. As .was just discussed, in comparing

several projects there is a need to know more.than the cost

per student for the projects. You have to know what the

cost figiire means--what the projects are, what resources are

required, what prices were-used: In short, the Usually-pro- -

videdcost-per-studeht figure is inadequate information; it

does not provide you with a sufficient basis for assessing

the Cosh of a project as high or low or-for determining

whether or not you might be able to afford all or part of a

project.. Yowtypicaliy,do not _know what resources are needed:

The resource dpproacli.was designed to counter these

problems -.by' placing the emphasis on resources. Standard

prices for comparable: esources gived you a first -cut es-
-

timate of a project's cost. The identification of what

kindsof,resourcesareneeded lets you determine if you.
ito

have the necessary resources. It is conceivable that your

district might not have, or able. to'buy, the resources

needed.



*
It estimating the cost to be used in ..cDmparing,projects,

all resources needed.for the.iMplementation and operation of

the project are included; Resources that do not change in

qUantity because you have reading 'Project A rather than Pro-

jectAkare excluded. The resources already available within

a specific diStrict, -or assets inherited'from discontinued

projects are included in- calculating resources Used by the

project. The resources used for maintaining the, building .

for example, are not included unless the cost of .maintaining

the building is increased due to the existence of the project.
0

A standard price for comparable resources, such as

teachers with certain characteristics, Is used.' The result7'

ing estimated cost is identified as the project-comparable

cost (PCC). It is an "index cost" that permits you to make

comparisons of projects on an equitable basis.

-In esfimatingithecost to be used in deciding whether

or not you might be able -to afford a- particular project in

your district, the resOurces,you have available and you'r

Here we are concerned about comparing the cost con-se-

quences of 'projects operating in different environments
e.g., different school districts..,

-30.7
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* district-specific prices for all resources must both be

determined. The resulting estimated cost in this case is-

the-incremental.cost to your district -- identified as the..

district-specific cost (DSC).

The,procesS of estimating the project- comparable cost

(PCC) or the-districtspecific cost (DSC) of a project be -;

gins with a definition- of-the project in terms of its re- .

source requirements, as was shown. in Fig. 1. These resource

.
requirements are then translated into the type of-cost esti-

.

Mate useful to you. This sequence forces explicit Considera-

tion of the varying resource requireMents for different pro-

jects. Chapter II's skeletal diScussion of the process-is
,

fleshed out with some more detailed thoughts' in this chapter.
t?

In Chapter IV,.a "number" illustration.will be provided in

discussing a district's use of cost inforMatiOn.
. 0

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

The first'firsestep in analyzing the resource requirements

and estimating the 'cost of,aproject is the levetiption of.

the project. The quality of the estimate Ofithe cost of.an

educational project depends on the completeness with which

the resource requirements are determined.' This-determina-

-31-



tion,.in turn, 'depends on the description of the project.
- .

The sequence_ withevents therefore .begins wth a description .

O

f

of what the e-1ProjeCt is and how the project works. Included

as information :should be the characteristics of the project's

students, the number of students, the length of the instruc-

tional time, the class size and the type of staff. In defin-

ing the project, the types and magnitude of support activities

or services must also be identified.

DETERMINATION OF RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

The project description is followed by the

tion of the resource requirements. The general

information required are shown in Table 1. The

identify a "shopping list" of all the resources

de termina-
6

types of

goal is to

needed and

to :then specify the types and quantities of each resource.'

(Fo those readers who find waiting difficult, examples of

the resource requirements list for three projects'are given

in Chapter IV, Table 5, page 49.) Some of the information

categories pertain to quantities of resources directly.
t. ,7>

Others are "functional packages" for support activities

such as pre-service training. The cost of these functional.

.

4
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packages, which are combinations of resource items, his

ally 'estimated separately. For example, although preic

1.1

service training involves many resources, the cost of an-

.

hour of pre-service training can be estimated; the cost of
410

the training can then be estimated by multiplying the number

:Table 1

4

PROJECT DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION NEEDED
(Illustrative example)

Students
Characteristics
NuMber.

Instructional data
Class time
Class size

Facilities .

Space.
Student/classroom/day
Utilization.
Furnishings

Staffing.
Teaahers

$ Special teacArs
Paraprofessionals

'Other personnel

Equipment
Proj ect-related
Student-related

;.:

Materials
Project-relathd
Student-related

Pre-service Training

In- service training_

Supljort from other
activities

4.

s
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of hours by the cost per hour. Additional data describink:,

the resources needed for the support activities should be

provided as appropriate'for specifit projects.

The length Of instructional periods should be stated.

Other information that contributes to .diterMtaing the tine'

the teacher spends with groups of students or individual

students should be identified. At the very least, the_num-

her of Students per teacher should be stated. The same.:-

information is needed- for teaching assistants, instructional

aides, or other staff.

In describing the facilities needed, the -project's

unique space requirements -- including mobile or poitable 4

classrooms, laboratoriesshould be carefully identified.

Any special furniture needs are to be specified, identifying.

any special per-student requirements.
I

jlaffing_for the ptoject should be described in terms

of the qualifications needed as' well as in termSofquantity.

For example, the number pf certain types of .teachers, of'

/

specialists, and of other staff involved in the project

should be determined. If a staff member workdAess than

full time on the projeCt, you should use the percentage of

ti

-34-
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time involved. You should also determine the staff require

ments for field trips directly related to. theproject's

operation.

Equipment and materials should be identified as-project-

related or student-related. Project-related equipment or

material is that which will be used by several classes of

students during the day or during some time period of the

project. Most often, project-related equipment and materials

will vary with the number of classrooms. Student-related

equipment and materials, on the other hand, will vary with

the number of students? In'calculating the operational. cost,

you should make additional distinctions.about the consumable

nature of the materials and about the lifetime of equipment.

Materials consumed each year are replaced each year of the

project's life. Tape recorders, likely to last five or more

years, should have only an annual cost to maintain them and

to provide an allowance for replacement.

The amount of time involved in pre-service and in -ser-

vice training should be specified. The materials or equip-

ment required 'should be deSCribed. It should be noted if

the. training time is included as part of the regular. time

-55-
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of the staff or if it is incremental to the regular working

_hours.- 'If in- service training.tiMe is a substantial part of

ehe individual teadher'S time, additional teachers (or sub-

stitute. teachers), may be required for the instruction load

of dhe project.

The ,requirement for project-related services such as

evaluation or other Management activities should-be speci-

fied. It is preferable" ifthe actual time or the numbers'

of consultants can .be specified. In either case, the pur-

pose is to provide some estimate: of the magnitude of these

services' so that the can be made between buying the

service or developing, if possible, an in-house capability.

Support from other activities means the support the ,

project requires from such service-functions as tranporta-

A.particular'project, for example, might require bus

transportation for field trips. The cost of thiS instruc7
C.

tionally required .transportation would be over' and aboVe the

cost of home-to-school transportation.
,

The project- descriptive items identified in Table-1

are Meant to be suggestive only." If other data are avail-

able, you should include them in your listing of resource

-367
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requirements* since your purpose is to define as completely

as possible those resources and cost-generating activities.

needed to tarry out the project.

ESTIMATING THE PROJECT COST

The resource'requirements- are then translated into the .

dollar estimates of project cost-r-either the project-compar-

able cost or the. district-specific cost. BaSic to cost

analysis is a list of cost categories. However, it is im-

portant to realize that not every element of cost is always

included in the estimate for a specific project. Only those

costs of district or school operation affected by the exis-

tence of the prOject.are included in the,estimated cost of

the project.. That is, if the:cost- of some activity will

change if.yOu implement a particular project, then you have

'to include the .project's share of the activity's cost in the

project cost estimate. An example will serve' to clarify this

..point.

The district cost category, transportation, covers the

transportation of students to and from school. Students in

the project will,.if they need it, continue to .receive thiS

-37-
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transportation, This

eluded in the .cost of

regular transportation cost is not in-
,

an individual project. But, if the

instructional method of ehe,Project calls for field trips or

other special activities requiring transportation, the cost

'of-this transportation is included in the cost.of the pro-

ject.

The items, services, people, and activities required by

a project can be brought together in: the format shown in

Table .2. The format provides a listing of the resources and

cost-generating activities, that are included in estimating a.

project's cost. The resources and cost-generting activities

can be grouped into two broad categories: ,acquisition cost

and operational cost. The costs of projects fall into either

of these two categories. Acquisition cost is the one-time

cost of acquiring an instruceional. project: Operational

cost is the continuing cost of maintaining the project over

a period of time.

The acquisition, or one-time, cost of acquiring a.pro-.
,

ject is also referred to as initial-investment, or capital

cost. It covers the cost of all resources needed to imple-

ment the project. The cost of the effort devoted to

-38-
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research,. development, or design of components ofthe project

or alternatives shoUld be included as pare of thilCost. The

cast of .designing a different mathematics curriculum, for

example, is-a development-cost. In estimating the district-

Imecific cost, the need for development activities would be

,
identified when the.resources were being determined.

Table 2

RESOURCES OR COST-GENERATING ACTIVITIES'.

INCLUDED IN PROJECT COST

Acquisition COst Operational Cost

,

:Design of _project*
Developmerit'of materials*
Evaluation deSign*
Project implementation*
Equipment purchase
Project-related
Student7related

Materials and supplies
Project-related
Student-related

Pre-serVice training
Facilities (space)
'Installation of equipment

.

\

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

-

g

Projebt direction*
*

Evaluation ,

*
Management-support
Salaries.
Teachers
ParaprofeSsionals
'Specialists ,-

Other .

In-service' training.
Materials and supplies

Project-related' .,

' Student-related .

.

Equipment
Replacement

. Maintenance,
Facilities operation

and maintenance
Contracted services
Media services,-,-

Transportation

.

.

.

.

*In an operational project where only the scope of the

Ptoject is changed,.there might be no cost associated with

these activities.

V.
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Even in estimating the zroject-comparable cost, you

might treat some overall development costs as "sunk" costs.

That is, the first project to deVelop and use the-cUrriculum-

would,incur this expense; if subsequent, rojects could use

, the curricular mAterials; the projects would inherit the

curriculum. at no additional cost, On -the other hand, if the

curriculum had -to be redesigned, this would be .a development

cost for 'that project.

The operational cost-is also referred to as the recur-
.

ring or continuing cost of maintaining fhe project.. The cost

.of personnel, facilities, maintenance, equipment replacement,

supplies, and the cost of in-service trainingof teachers

are examples.of the costs included as operational osts. .

Some of the costs cover the cost of activities rather

than the cost. of items purchased. In many instances, the

items purchased quite clearly underlie the cost of activi-'

ties, butthe activity cost may' be Used directly in estima-.

ting the project cost. For example, the evaluation,cost

Tight be estimated by using a factor such as host per stu-

rt,

en. --,;--Or-,---the-Tddst per project might be` -used if the evalua-

tion is done by an outside contractor or evaluator. It

-40-
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appropriate,' these would be the factors used to estimate the

operational cost of evaluaiion. The acquisition cost of

evaluation - -the nonrecurring costmight reflect the amount

of district staff time needed to deSign the evaluation. The_

cost basis-Would be per project ,for an acquisition cost and'

.

per student or project for the operational cost.

For each-category,.the cost basis is either per-student,

per project, perunit, or direct.service'Charge.

student and per7project distinction is rather obvious;; the

per-unit basis. refers'' to units such as classiooma, resource

centers, and language laboratories. The direct service

charge is used'wheri,the .service performed is measured in

terms of, say,- the number of hours of in-service training

provided, the number of tests given or the number of square

feet of buildings maintained. .
A direct service charge. might

also cover such-items as the contracted transportation for

the instrut:tional.part of a project or. the provision of. so-

.
many hours of instructional television.

-
. .

.
.

.
. .

.

''

. k.
Ar'' In some ddses; the ,cost basis might be a-cotbination

... ,
.

.

. . ,

of projeCtand unit (classroom), of student and service, or
,

of pioject and.servie7e. No rigidity is implied. The intent -
.
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is to-proilde an' understanding of how costs are categorized.

Such categorization is basic to estimating the cost of a

:project. At this time, it is necessary only to emphasize

that some cost is generated as a result of the number of

students, and other cost because of the number-of classrooms
a

4

. or instructional renters. In some cases, such as the devel-

oppent -of instructional materials,, there is a project cost

that is'independent of the number of students or centers.

Estimating the Project-Comparable Cost (PCC)

The cost' categories provide a convenient way to identify

the data needed about the project and its operation in order

to estimate its cost. The data requirements for the cost.'

categories for the acquisition and operational cost are shown

.

in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. The quality of the estimate,

of the PCC depends on both the quality of the resource infor-

nation and the.way.in which the information is used.to develoi

t4e estimate.

In estimating the PCC, standard prices for.comparable'

resources are used. The term "standard" is used to- describe

a -Price used across'allsrojects.

-42-
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-Table 3

PROJECT DATA: ACQUISITION COST CATEGORIES

.

Cost Category Data Requirements

Design of project ,

Development Of material
Evaluation design
Project implementation
Pre-service training
Installation . -.

.

If these activities are required for the
provcti,,,the number and the type of per-
sonnel involved, the time spent, and salary
of those providing the activity are needed.

.

Equipment ,

-
-

_

e,.

.

.The eguipment"lisc is determined for each
student, for each classroom, and; if ali-
plicable, for the project. The classroom's
equipment isUsed by several classes of-
students. The number of students that can
use the equipment ieispecified.

Facilities
.

-

% The space required is-that over and above
that needed for the regular program--both.
for each student and for special resource

.centers .
. ..

Materials.
I

,

The initial stock of materials is deter-
mined for each student, for each classroom,
and, if applicable, for the project.

Table 4

PROJECT DATA:- OPERATIONAL COST CATEGORIES

.

Cost Category Data Requirements -

-

Project direction
- ... e-

Evaluation -

Mahagement support
In-service training

.

The number and type of staff, the time
spent for each activity, and salary of
those providing the activity are needed.

Salaries (with fringe
benefits)
,,

,

.
.

.
.

All instructional staff and direct support
classes of staff are identified by broad
category; i.e., general-teachers, special-
ists, and aides are used rather than a
teacher with, a speCific.salary. -Fringe

;

benefits are included as a district-per-, ..

centage.factor.

Materials and supplies
. .

4

.

. ,
.

.

The typeand quantity of materials used are.
.specified on a student and. project baSis.

Equipment Thb equipment maintenance factor and. the
equipment replacement factor (based on the--
estimatedjifetime of...the:equipment) are
applied to the equipment usecin the
project.-

Facilfties operations
and maintenance

i

:

The project requirements for each of the
categories arc specified'in terms of square
feet maintain4d, services purchased,-number.
of hours of audio-visuhl instruction, and
bus trip mileage.
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;For eltample, a price of $15,000 per year for teachers

with certain educational and experience qualities is used in

estimating the PCC. This :includes a percentage for fringe

A

benefits. This price would be' obviously out of line for dis-.

.

tricts with either a much lower or higher salaries. 'But be-
,

.cause the same price is used for comparable teachers in all.

projecti, the cost difference for.the'salary expense.of the -

project cost. actually reflects'the difference in the numbers

and types of teachers-needed,for the project. Thissame arm,-
ce.

gument applies to the use.of standard prices for all types

of resources in estimating the cost.

The. acquisition cost includes the cost to remodel and 4

furnish instructional centers, the cost of the equipment and .

a

the materials needed for all instructional centers, and the

.pyre- service training cost of the project staff. The opera-..

tional,:cost includes the salaries 'of 'the staff, the cost of,
O

materials consumed'or lost, the cost of"replaCing:and main

aining the equipment, the cost. of in-service training, and

r support activities.oth

Esti tin, the District-Specific

The project-comparable cost
at)

-44-
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for-use in the comparative analysis of different Excijects.

It does not answer the question pf' what a project might

cost if implemented in your school district. The incre-
,..

mental,cost to your districs necessary, in making

decisions about whether or not the district can afford a.

project similar to a successful project in another district:
4'

.The DSC estimates are necessary when deciding the scope and

_the

the

design of the project that can be accommodated within,

resource constraints of the district.

The .process of estimating the district-specific cost
) .

(DSC) is essentially the same as the process of estimating

the PCC. again, is on estimating the resourceThe emphasis,

requirements arid on translating-those requirements-Yin-bp an
4 0

estimateof dollar cost. The difference; and the increased
. .

difficulty,"lies in the need tp

resource' requirements of having

determine ...the incremental

the project in your district.

In some districts, the unavailability of certain resources

might be an ob4tacle to the implementation, of .a project even

though the district, in an accounting sense,, has till-funds .

. .

P

-to afford the prOject. This possibility makes it all the

more important to estimate the physical resources needed to
/

implement and operate a project.

-45-
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3 s
I

In estimating eke;incremental'resqurce recarements,.

the resources available within the district

coilt are taken into account as free goo4s.-

at noadditioltal

These resources

Could. be; say, assets inherited fromrdiscontinued prLjects,

physical resources provided cost7free by the.Community,-or

volunteer services. After the net4-or incremental, resource

requirements are .determined; diatrict-speafic Tesources

:prices and cost factors are used to develop the estimated

4.

.district-specific cost (DSC).

In thiS"Chapter,die discussion has intentionally em.,

iohasized am early step in the process of estimating cost--4.
.

1- the need to determine .the resource'requirements as completely

as posible. Much less attention has been paid to the me-

chanics of going from resource requirements to cost. We

.
hope to correct the itbalande in the following chapter.

:At Before going to Chapter IV it would be helpful if yoU

would lot& again at Fig. 2--Jhe,Process ofEstimating'Pro-

.
ject Cost.(Chapter II, .page 20) ;,

-46-
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IV. USE OF PROJECT COST, INFORMATION -- DISTRICT

When you ate estimating either the project7comparable

cost (PCC) or t e district-specific cost (DSC) for a project;

you are developing-cost information to beused in making de-

cisions about the \dollar conseqUences of having a'particular

project. The PCC might seem to you fo,have little. direct

impact on your decisions. This is-really'llot true-for two

'reasons., The PCC pro ides you. with ran indexe
\
by which you

can roughly determine - whether you are thinking of'\a.project

Jin the Lincoln Continental or Honda Civic class. The esti-

mation of ehe.POis_basedon.the.tota4 of the resources-.

. .

needed for' the project; if you have the .PCC and the resource

'requixeMents and the standard price for each,tesource, you .

can develop the information you must have. for estimating'

your district :specific cost (DSC) for the project;

Our main.purOose is totake you. throiigh the stefsin
4 4'

,estimating the district-specific cost of a.project in your

district. Most of your decisions about project cost impact

/7 ,

, in your Aistrict have 'to be based; quite logically, on the

/
resource picture and prices'.in your.distiict.
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Because the difference between PCC and the DSC "is

sharpened when you contrast the'resou ce statements and-

prices used in estimating each, and because you need the

project's resource description_ for estimating either the PCC'

or the DSC, we include the steps, in estimating the PCC in

the discussion of estimating the DSC.

The steps in estimating cost are.(1)* describe the pro-

ject or projects; (2) determine the total resource require-

ments and the incremental or net resource .requirements for

the projeCt-in your district and (3) estimate the PCC, using

standard prices for comparable resources,' and the psc; using

-the prices you have to pay in your district.

THE PROJECT-COMPARABLE COST' ESTIMATE

In .the real world you would have a'complete description

of each of the projects we identify as Projects A, B and C.

Herc we just. tell. you that the projects are instructional

projects at the elementary level, and all eal with ,reading

instruction. The resource.requirements for-the three pro-

Sects are summarized in Table- 5. These are estimates' of the

resources needed to make the instructional stategy of each

project work.
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Table 5

PROJECT RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS .

. Item Project A Project B Project C

Number of Students: Reading__ 300 Aoo 100

instructional Time: Reading 1 1, 1.25

Facilities
Space. . f

t k
.

/

Total square feet
Air conditioned i

Carpeted .

/

Special wiring
Carrels
Tables

.

4 trailers
1 classroom

4600
x-
x
x
x
x

.

2 sgl centers!)
1 dbl center p)
1 activity area

8000
"x

:.

. x
x
x
x

1 classroom .
1 activity area

2000 .

--
x

x
x
x

Utilization
Time is use .

/

Students/instructional unit
Area/student (sq 0) .

3 (2-hr) shifts
20
50

7 periods.
40-S; 65-D

50

.

5 periods .

50

40

Staffing . /

Teachers/center or unit

Aides/unit /

Students/teacher .

Teachers/project
Aides/project /

Other direct I

1

1

20
5

5

--

1

. 1

40;65
4

5

--

1

3
50'

I.

3 '

--.

Equipment
Major items

,
-

Elk AUD-X
Controlled

readers
Tach-X
Flash-X

.

Hoffman readers
Tape recorders
Flashcard rdrs
Borg-Warner 80

(backup)

.

Telex
Cassette

recorders
Tape recorders
Language master

Materials
Project-related

(

.

. . _

Consumables (student-related)

.

Filmstrips
Discs
EDL maths

x

Materials:
Hoffman
EDL
Borg-Warner

High variety
4 x

-

.BRL maths
Cassettes

1 Medium variety
other maths

x

Pre-service Training -

Tle achers!

Akdes I

Other staff

1 week
1 week,
--

2 weeks

-7
-- 7

1 week, ,,_

1 week
-- ,.

In-servicelTraining -- 2hrs/week 3 days'

Other Support
Rem to diagnostic services \
Prof ctevsluation
Cons ltants ,

--
x

8 days

x

8 days'

.

x
8 days
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The PCC is then estimated, -using appropriate data from

the standard resource prices shown in Tables6. 'The price

may. e either a. unit price .for a resource or the .:price of an

act ity's Unit of output. For example, the cost for'evalu-

Table 6

STANDARD'RESOURCE PRICES

Facilities
Remodeling (project-related .changes) $ 3,000/unit

Furnishings (including carrels) $ 2,000/unit

Equipment
Replacement 10%

Maintenance -(depends on estimate of
reliability based on complexity) 10% or 20%

Materials
Attrition from use,. theft '10%

Consumables $10/student

Salaries (including fringe benefits)
Classroom teachers- $12,000/year

Paraprofessionals... . $ 5,000/year

Consultants $100 /day

Pre- and In-service Training (including
salaries, materials; training) $200 /day

,
\

Protect 'Evaluation
., $101student.

Illustrative standard prices used in this, are

not to be assumed as' official prices 'in any other context:



ation of a project is estimated as $10 per student where

the per student is the 'price of, a unit of output and

the number of .students is the 'number of units.

Some of the results of multiplying the standard resource

prices by the quantities shown. as. the resource requirements

are shown in Table 7, Project Cost Information, It is not

Table 7

PROJECT COST INFORMATION.
(Costs in dollars)

Item Project A Project B Project C

,

EquipMent Cost
...

.

Total 15,000 36,000 34,000

Cost per'instructional area 3,000 9,000 2,000

Number of instructional areas ' 5. 4 - 1.5*
-Students per-instructional.area ., 20 40/65" 50

Replacement-10 percent .. 1,500' 3,600 .., 300
Maintenance - =10 or 20 percent 3,000 7,200 300

Materials Cost .

Total 20 ,odo 45,000 9,000
Cost per. instructional area 4,000 , 11,250. 6,000
Number of ,instructional areas 5 A. 1.5*
Consumables ($ pet student) 10 -10 .

10 ,-

Pre-service TrainiAg .

-. Number of staff-daysjall staff) 50 90. 20

Cost perday to provide , 200 200 200

Total cost 10,000 18,000 4,000.

In-service Training N .

Number of staff-days (all staff) -- 32 12

Cost per day
..Total cost

--
--

200
6,400

200
2,'400

Other Support
Student diagnosis ($ /student) - -- -- 50

Student evaluation Wstudent) 10 10 . la

Consultants ($100/day) . .
. 800 800 8C0

Classroom area plus activity area equals one instructional unit.
**

Forty students per single center, sixtr-five per -double center.
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necessary to do this particular step for all resources.

Note, for example, the project cost information does include

the project's salary cost; that is, the number of -teachers

is not multiplied by the salary for a classroom teacher until

you are estimating the project's cost. The reason .is simple.

If -you can go directly from the quantity of a resource and

its price to the project cost, then, skip the step. In some

cases, your cost -estimating, life can be made easier by

excluding the, intermediate step. That. is, you can,-fOr

example, estimate the cost of in-service training-($200. per

day) or project evaluation ($10 per student) separately from

your main costing activities.

The pro3act cost information as an intermediate group

of :dataabout the resource and cost dimensions of the vari-

ous resources used for each project., These data,ake then

categorized by whether they are one-time expenses in order

to estimate the acquisition"cost, or recurring expenses in

order to estimate the operational cost: -The results of this

step--estimating the acquisition and operational cost--are

shown in Table 8, Project-Comparable Cost for the Illustra-
.

tive Projects.
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The acquisition cost includes the cost to remodel and

1.

furnish the instructional centers, the cost of the'equipment

and materials needed for the instructional centers, and the

pre-service training cost of the project,staff. The opera-

Table8

PROJECT-COMPARABLE COST FOR THEILLUSTRATIVE PROJECTS
(In'dollars) .

, Item , Project A Project B Project C

ACQUISITION COST ' 1 ;'" +
,

$25,000
(5,000)

15,000'
(3,000)

20,900
(4,000)

10,000

.

.

*$ 20,000
'(5,000)

.

.

,"6,000,

'(9,000)

45,000
(11,250)

18,000

.

$ 7,500
(5,000)

3,000
(2,000)

.9,000
(6,000)

4,000

Facilities (remodel., furnish.).
Total project cost.'
(Cost /instructional. area)

Equipment
:Total project cost
(Cost/instructional area)

Materials . ,

Total project cost .

(Cost/instructional'irea)

Pre-serviceTraining

Total Acquisition Cost 70,000 119,000 23,500

OPERATIONAL COST
,

60,000
254000,:

--

...

2,000
3,000

1i500
3,000,

--

..

--
3,000

800

, .

. _
.

48,000,
25,000

4,500
5,000

3,600
7,200

6,400

5,000
KO

.

.12,000

15,000

900
1,000.

300
300

2,400

5,000.

1,000
800

.

Salaries (incl..'fringe benefits)
o Teachers ($12,000/year)

'Paraprofessional's ($5.,000/year)
Other (variable)

Materials .

Program-related (10%)
Consumables (student)

Equipment .

Replacement (10%)
Maintenance (10 of 20%),c.

In-service Training.

Other Support . .

Remote diagnostic services ,

Student evaluation (testing)
Consultants ($100 /day)

Total Operational Cost $98,300. $105,500 $38,700
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tional cost includes the salaries of the staff, the cost of

materials consumed or lost through attrition or' theft, the

cost of replacing and maintaining the equipment and thecost

of in-service training activities. Also included in-the.

operational cost are the costs- of support activities such

.as project evaluation on a per-student basis_per year and
,

the-Cost for the consultant services required by the projects.

The PCC.for-each project, along with some project infor-

mation, is summarized in Table 9. Remember, the :PCC has been

adjusted fur variations in resource prices due to different

salary schedules or regional prices. If we compare the opera-
._

tional cost per'student,.we.have, a quick and dirty,umasure

of the relative expensiveness of Projectd A, B and C. We

Table 9

PROJECT COMPARABLE COST
(Costs in dollars)

. Item. Project A Project B Project C.

Number of students 300 500 100

Students/instructional center , 20 40/65 50

Acquisitfon cost % $70,000 $119,000 $23,500

Number of instructional centers . 5' 4 1.5

Oper'ational cost $98,300 $105,500 $38,700

Olierationat cost/student .$ 328 $ 211 $ 387
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Y

I

can also.,.it seems, dividethe-acquisitio cost ,by the num-

berlOf students. This:comparati4e measur is more quick and

dirty:than. the operational cost per student:,. The problem

.lies in tlete-rmining the number of students to use as the

divisor.

If the total number of students'in.all the .instructional

periods (or some such time division) is Used, the acquisition

-cost per student .reflects an implicit utiliza ion,rate fOr

the instructional center. A case in point is roject B.

From the information in Table 5, we note that he instruc-

.tional centers are used seven(TeriodS a day., Iki current,

:educational .practice, that is really maximum utilization

rate-for facilities in any One-day. If the facility could

only be used five periods ,a day; more instructional ''centers

-would be needed to Accommodate the students 'of th'e project.

If the number of students per instructional Dente* is assumed

to be "best" for the. instructional strategy of the Project,

then the acquisition cost on a per - Student basis f4r each

instructional center can be obtained but should be identified

as the cost for the designed utilization rate of the instruc-

tional center.

,

.
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THE DISTRICT - SPECIFIC COST ESTIMATE

Now, because your salary schedule is lower; let's say,

than the standard :prices_shown-ln Tabl-e-67-ou feel you

-might be able to afford one of the projects. You'decide to
O

investigate the dollar impgct of Project C in your district

because its objectives and instructional strategies match

your needs and your way of--operating. You 1-feed to know the..

incremental cost--your cost orthe DSC--in deciding whether

or not xou canafford Project C in a. dollar sense.. In order

to estimate the DSC, you have to determine if you have, or

can purchase, the resources needed for the project.

In estimating the. DSC you follow the.. same steps

'discussed earlier. There aretwo differences: you use (1)

,.the net resource requirements and (2) your:Own district's

prices in estimating your DSC.. From the statement of total

resource requirements, you-deternine the resources you have

on hand or available and. the resources you have to purchase.

You now have the net resource requirements for the project
.61

in your district. After these have been determined, you

estimate the cOst to your district by using district-specific

prices rather than the standard prices shown earlier inTable 6.
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Tp illustrate the process and considerations in estima-

'ting the DSC of, a project,. the data 'for ProjeCt C are used.

These' basic data, extracted from the Project C column of the

earlier tables, are shown again for your convenience in Ta-

bles 10,11 and 12.. In examining the cost Information about
.

Project.C,' yOu notice that the standard teacher salary for

the classr69m,teacher Is $12,000 per year. In your district

the current's salary schedule sets the classroom teacher at

$9,000 per year. Also, let's assume, ,ybu pay your-instruc-.

tional. aides or paraprbfessionals $4,000, while the standard

price used in the PCC estimate is $5,000 per year. That

means you will be using these prices (along with the others

shown' in Table 11) instead of the standard prices shown in .

the earlier Table 6.

You already have on hand a major portion of the equip-
,

went and materials,. needed for the project. 'This means your.
. .

.

.

.
_

acquisition cost will be less, but you will incur the replace-
. .

ment'and maintenance operational cost for all the equipment.'

..,--Because you have adequately remodeled spate available for one

of the one-and-a-half required instructional centers, you do

.not have to makethe one-time expenditure. for remodeling.
O
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Table' 10 A
PROJECT AND RESOURCE INFORMATION FOR PROJECT C.

An Elementary Level Reading Program

. ,

Descriptors r,

\

Resource Information.
. .

tudentsServed
.

Grades 2-4- \
.

\

Title I; lowSEp
Underachievers \

,

Instruction
.

Class time
Number of students
Students/instructional area
Number of sections'
Utilization _

A .

1.25 hours - Reading.
100:'
50+

\
2

5 hours /day 1 \ .

Facilities
:

Space
--.,

1, -
-.

Furnishings

. .
. .

2000 square feet
1 instructional area \

1 activity -area \ .

.

-6 carrels , _

Carpeting ..

Tables and chairs ,

,

Staffing
Certified teachers
Special teachers
Paraprofessional

[

1 per instructional area
None

.

2 per instructional area
laper activity area

, .

Equipment ,

;

.

Teleil .(remote,diagnOstic)
Tape recorders
Cassette players

.

:.

.

Headsets
i

Materials . .Books, games, incentives

Pre-service Training. 5'dayd per staff, member

In- service Training 3 days per staff member_''.

Other Support Remote diagnostic7prescriptive
services .
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Table 11

DISTRICT.RESOURCE PRICES

FOR ESTIMATING COST OF PROJECT C

Facilities 4 ost

Total protect cost

Item I Cost

$7,500

Cost per nstructional area 5,000

E ui ment C st
Total 3,000Q
Cost per nstructional area 2,000

Number of instructional areas .......... (1.5)

Students er instructional area (50)

Replaceme t factor 10% -300:

Maintenan e factor 10% 300,

Materials CcIst
9,000.

Cost per nstructional area 6,000

Number of instructional areas (1.5)

Consumablee ($ per.st4dbt) 10

Salaries (in luding.?fringelenefits)
.Classroom peer 9,000

,Paraprofes ionalS 0, .per year) 4,000

'Consultant ($/day): -' .100
. ,.

Preservice Trainin . ,

Number of taff days'(20).
:Cost per d4y (time and materials) .. , .. -.-. .: 200.

.1

Total cost 4,000

In-Service TiLining --\- .

7
. .-

.

.e

Other Support . A ._

Number of staff days (12)

CoSt per dar 200

Total cost '
2;400

Remote dia6ostic services '($ per student) ..\
.\

50.

-_.
Project evaluation-1$ per student) 4". 10

-, Consultants($ per day) WO



Table 12
.

PROJECT COMPARABLE COST FOR PROJECT C.
(In dollars)

Item

,CQUISITION COST

Facilities (iemodel/furniSh
Total project cost - $ 7,500.

(Cost per instructional area -- $5,000)
'

Equipment
Total project cost 3,000

`(Cost per instructional area--$2;000)

derst

Materials.
.Total project cost
. (Cost per instructional area --$6,000)

Pre-service Training

-Total acquisiticin cos

OPERATIONAL COST
Mb.

9 000

4,000`

$23,500

Salaries (including fringe benefits)
Teachers ($12,000 /year) - .. $12,000

., Paraprofessionals ($5;,000/year) 15,000

ONer (variable) . --

Materials
i

o

.

Prpject-related (10%) .900

'COnsumables ($10 p4r student) 1,000

Equipment .
.

Replacement (10%) ."300

"maintenance .(10%) -4,46,, 300
. q
,.

In-service Training ., .2;400
,

.. 4

Other Support
Remote diapj,,,mstic services ($50 x 100) 5,000
Project' evaluation ($10/student x 100),.... loma
Consultants (8 x $100/day) 800

Total operational cost $38,700
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Along the way_, you also decide to estimate the district-
O

specific cost 'of two alternatives of ProjeCt C. (The changes

result in only.slightly.different projd-Cts--if you make sub-
'

stantive'changes you no.longer have Project C.) In one yod'.

design the project 5-o-'f)...twice the. number of students. In the
,

.

'theother. you_increase'the students served by fifty percent but

you want to consider developing_an in-house capability for

'the, diagnostic-prescriptive services. These services were

contracted servicd's in Project C as originally designed.

This change has an impact on both your acquisitional cost .

and your operational cost. You have to increase the pre-
,. 4

service training for the project.staff (acquisitional cost'

iMpac4) and assign additionAl staff to provide-the service

(operational cost impact).
te

The district-specific cost estimates for the alteinative-.

configurations of Project C are.shown in Table 13. The DSC'

estimates are shown for only the three configurations you

selected. The Co t information also provides insights abort
1

the likely impact of other changes you might. want to make,-
/

, . r

At. the very least, you know the dollar impact of haVing
"I

PrOject C, asoriginally4designed, in your district:



A LIMITED USE- OF COST-PER-STUDENT DATA

Earlier, in Table 9, we provided some of the project

information and the PCC estimates for Projects A, P and C.'

The same project information, along with the estimates of

the DSC (the estimated cost in your district) for three

Table 13

DISTRICT SPECIFIC COSTESTIMATES FOR ALTERNATIVIIPCONFIGURATIONS OF PROJECT C

Project Cost Category

Cl

(100 students).

C2

(200 student0
C3

(150 students)

Acquisition Cost -

Facilitiii (remodel/furnish)
\

(only 1 activity area has to be I

remodeled) $ 3,500 3,500 3,500

Equipment (unit. cost/instructional
area for 50 students is $2,000) 3,000 3,000 3,000

Materials (unit cost for instruc-
tional area for 50 students is
$6,000) 9,000 18,000 9,000

Pre-service Training (5 days per
staff member and training of

.40 days for diagnostic. services
. \

in C
3
)

i 4,000 8,000 12,000

Total acquisition cost $19,500 $32,500 _ $27,500

Operational Cost

Salaries
Teachers ($9,000) (1) $ 9,000. (2) $18,000 (2) $18,000

Paraprofessionals ($4,000) (3) 12,000 (6) 24,000 (4) 16,000

Materials

PrO4ect-related 900 1,800-- - 900

qonsucables 1,000 2,000 -.1,500

Equipment
,...._

Replacement .

.. 300 500. 400

Maintenance 300 500 400

. In-service Training 3,200 6,400 3,200

Other Support.

Student diagnostic services 5,000- 10,000 --

Project evaluation 1,000 2,000 1,500

Consultants. 800 800 800

Total operational cost $33,500 $66,000 $42,700
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configurations of Project q are shown in TaVle 14. We also

stated' in our illustration, that one reason for your iives-

tigating the dollar Impact 9f Project C in your district was

because your salary schedule was lower and because a major

portion of the equipment needed was already available' in

district. You were thinking (we said)- that your operati nal

cost per student would be less than the cost per s-tuden(t

using the PCC estimates. You are right. Your operational

cost per student for Project C
2
or C

3
ranges from $195

/

.tb-$330. The operational cost per student, using the PCC

estimate, was $387 for, the students served by Project C.

.
Let's look at the acquisition

r

I

Table 14

cost estimates.1 For

DISTRICT S ECIFIC COST ESTIMATES
(Colts in dollars)

Item Project C1 Project C2 Project C3

Number of students
,

Students/instructional center

Acquisition cost ..

Number of instructional centers
i

Operational Cost

Operational cost/student

100

50

'19,500

1.5

$33,500

$ 195

200 /

50

$32,5001

2.0:

$66,000

$ 330

150

50

$27,500

1.5

$42,700

$ 285
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oject C,'the acquisition cost using the. PCC estimates is

$2 ,500 for one and one -half instructional centers serving

100 students. (Don'-t divide yet.) Your estimated acqui-

sition cost is $19,500 for the .100 students in Project Cl;

$32,500 for the 200'studenits of Project C2; and $27,500 for

the 150 students of Project C3. (Now divide.) You find the

following:

Acquisition cost /student -- Project C = $235 (PCC)

Acquisition cost /student -- Project C1 = $195 (DSC)

Acquisition cost /student -- Project C2 = $163 (DSC)

Acquisition cost/stpdent--Project C3 = $183 (DSC)

Why the drop from the PCC's $235/student to the $195 figure

for the DSC estimated cost per student for the same number

of students? Remember, the PCC estimates are based on the

cost of all the resources required.. All your DSC estimates

are developed from your net resources--resources you have

to pay for now to implement the project. You had available

an adequately remodeled instructional center and some of the

equipment. So your net resources required for the instruc-

tional centers were lower.
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It is recommended that you .never seriously consider

-the acquisition cost per student alone as a reliable input

to your decision. You are interested in ay.: "Size"-of the

acquisition cost, in the resources needed And the' number of

students who can be served by the projeCt as designed. But

think about these pieces of information sepatately. If you

feel lost without an acquisition cost Per student, at least

find' out what resources are included in the cost estimate.

Or, use the operational cost per student; it is less hazard-

ous, less likely to'be misused. .The chances are-that you

have more reliable information about the resources used-and

the number of studehts served_

As a cautionary note, two points should be madp clear.

First, the cost estimates we have been developing are plan-
.

ning, cost estimates. Much greatet-detail and accuracy are

required to meet the needs of-actual implementation-and fi-

nancial accountability. Second, we are sure that you realize

your analysis of the dollar-cost alone does not provide you

with adequate information for your final decisions. The re-.

source approach, by emphasizing the analysis of resources as

well as cost, does add a modicum of information about the
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non - dollar resource implications of your. decisions. The

decision about which project to implement depends pritarily

on the outcome' you expect to achieve through the project and

only secondarily on its cost.

You can compare the cost-and the-outcome for several

projects. The procedures are discussed in the following

chapter. In your intra-district project comparisons, you

could use the PCC estimates for a first-cut planning exer-

cise, but you should use your DSC estimates in assessing,

more realistically, the impact of projects in your district.

The eguifainatisonof projects across districts, how.-

ever, demands the use of PCC estimates. The use of" PCC es-

timates rather than `DSC estimates in the following chapter

makes no difference in the procedures for comparing. projects.
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V. USE OF PROJECT COST INFORMATION--FEDERAL/STATE-

.

Appropriate analysis can be a powerful factorin the.

search for. more effective educational projects. The joint

Consideration of project cost and_outcome, through the use

of cost-effectiveness analysis,, contributes to a greater

understanding of the project itself, its Ampact. on cost and

its effectiveness. Information about the cost and outcome,

of different projects should aid the search.

, The objective of this discussion is to ,,,Eplore a prac-

tical approach to using the results-of cost-effectiveness
r".

analysis in comparing projects. The illustration uses data

about the cost and outcome of several projects operating in

different districts. Specifically, the project-comparable-

cost (PCC) is used as the measure of project cost; the out-
-;;

comes are presented in the metric of Normal Curve Equivalents

normalized standard score that has been

to match the national percentile distri--

(NCE) . "An NCE is a

linearly transformed

bution at values of.1, 5p, and 99. The scale has a mean

*
50-and a standard deviation of 21.06."

of

User's Guide) ESEA Title..1 Evaluation and, Reporting
System. Tallmadge, G. Kasten and ChriAtine T. Wood. RMC
Research Corporation,'MountaTn View, California, 1977, p.2.
Copies available from the Offide of Planning, Budgeting, and
Evaluation, U.S. Office-of Education, Washington, D.C., 20202.
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We are concerned_with comparingthe cost and outcomes

of alternative projects, and with making these comparisons

in a simple, straightforward manner. -The primary analytiCal .

is cost-effecti.Veness analysis, -and the

arena includes both the state and the district-levels. ,(The

data used -in the following analyses are reasonably-close to.

what you might expect in an actual study; they were not,-

however, obtainectfromty particular study.)-

GENERAL STRUCTURE FOR COMPARING PROJECTS

You can compare projects without using the-analyti-

cally risky cost-effectiveness ratio alone. Three Alter-

native approaches are availdble. All can be used with

pencil, paper and calculator, The equal =effectiveness

approach groups projects by their outcome and then ranks

projects within each outcome group by the cost tb achieve

that' leVel of outcome. Conversely, the equal -cost approach

examines the different levels of outcome adhieved by each

project with equal, or _nearly equal, cost. That: is, Projects'

can be ranked by the outcome achieved for A given cost.

A:third approach is pair --wise comparison. In this
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procedure, the cost and outcome of two alternative pro-

jecti.are compared, and your value judgment comes into play

in deciding whether or not the better outcome is worth the

:additional cost.

You obviously would not', hoWever, rely 'solely on cost-

effectiveness. numbers in: making your comparisons. ThIs'is,

of course, true in any decision-making context, but it is

especially important in education. The measurement of

achievement is. imprecise enough so that decisions should

not be based on relatively small differences in outcome.

..Just what degree of difference warrants a change is a

matter for each =individual to determine in the'light'of

other in-formation..

In the structuring of the analysis, the purpose and

approach of the. state-level planner differa from that of

the district-level planner. The state planner is concerned

with

assessing the effectiveness of the dollars spent in
support of many projects comprising a program such

as ESEA Title I; and.

identifying the more promising projects for dissem-
ination; or

.making recommendations to other districts seeking
remedies.
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The district ylanner, on the other hand,,is more con-

cerned with the, analysis of a particular. project in-terns of.

lts impdCt on the ongoing projects of the district. At the

district:level,.the project-comparable cost would be Used.

as"-a first-screening value. Next, the cost'of alternative

configurations of the-project that can be afforded: within

the resource limits. would be examined. (The project inere-

Men-t1I-.cost.for each configurationis developed using dip-,

trig- specific resource prices.)
0

--
-COMPARING COST AND OUTCOME

In this'. illu

level comparison

tration, the major emphasis is on state-

of or, morc specifically, on
-

comparing the Cpsts. an

'operating in dtfferedt districts.. Brief 'examples will illus-

the outcomes of several projects

trate the,use of the'equal-effectiveness, equal-cost, and

.pair-wisecomparito s of Aemonstrationprograms.

To review for a moment, we have available the descrip-

tion of the program (including the number :of students), the

estimates of, the project7coMvgrable cost, and the outcome

(achievement gain).-

To achieve our goal of showing the use of cost-effec-
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Table 15

SUMMARY OF PROJECT COST AND OUTCOME INFORMATION

Project Comparable Cost

thdusands)
fe

* *

Outcome Data

Pre-test Post-test

Prof ect Acquisition Operational

3

6

2-

2

9

41

34.

13

3

38

22.

14

16

12

° 23

35

Total

43'

40

16

15

42

24

17

22

14

25

44

Percentile NCE Percentile NCE NCE Gain

10.5

15.2

26.9

10.5

26.2

15;4

15.4

33.1

26.3

33.2

33.2

23.6

28;4

36.5

23.6

36.6

28.5

40.8'

36; 6

40.9

40.9

27.2

35.2,

51.2,

20.0

50.0

27.1

_73.4

60.9

38.8

50..O

50.4

37.2

42.0

50.6

32.3

50.0

37.2

34:7

55.8

44.0

50.0

50.2

13.6'

13.6.

14.1

8.7

13.4

8.7

6.2

15.0

7.4

9.1

9,3

,ammmINO.40.,. ,M ..1.=

*
Actual 'programs were for varying numbers of students. The project-comparable

oost was estimated for the same number of students.

**
Achievement gain over a two-year period. All outcomes expressed in the

metric of Normal Curve Equivalents (NCE). . 4
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,

tiveness.analysis in .comparing projects, we use the illus-

trative summary information shown. in Table 1'5. In a real

situation, the details, of each project's achievement data

and supporting cost' analysis would be_av4ilable., The re-
.-

.- .. .

source requirements for-staff, equipment, special faCili-r0,
.

.
.

ties, mat rials'and training would be defined as part of
--

training
.

.

e projecCdescription'and as the basiS fOr.estimating

\Cost.

.The acquisition cost, the annual operating cost and± :

the total cost for one_year's operation are given for.remedi-

.alreading projects,'which are all scaled for. 120 students.

All costs would be estimated as project-comparable costs.

The acquisition cost varies from a low .of $2,000 to 'high

of $9,000, refle,:tin&differences in reeoarces required for.

each project. For example, one project might use a .heavily.

equipped reseutce center; while another project would empha-
,

size pre-service teacher training or student materials.

The operating cost also varies from a low-of $11,000 to a

high of .$41 000. The trade-off of lower acquisition-.cost

*
For more information, refer to Sumner's discussion in R-955/2,

A Guide to Education Performance Contracting--Technical Appendix,

S. A. Haggart, G. C. Sumner, and J. Richard Harsh, The Rand'

Corporation, Santa Monica, California, March 1972.
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versus higher operating cost might'be a deciding factOr in

.a district's capability to implement a project. That is,

you .might no!.-.-,be able to afford a project that demands a

large outlay of funds for-equipment or training in the near

future, but you could continue to pay, the. operational sal-.

aries. already buagetea.

- The important characteristic of these cost measures is

their comparability. :.4The user'is fully aware not 'only Of-

Pt

.what is inclUded-in;each estimate, but also of. the fact that

standard prices were used .to estimate the cost for the re-

sources required. Moreover,- because these illustrative' pro-

jectS are scaled t(0)e alternatives .(alternative remedial

reading projects for 120 students); n-the cost -effectiveness

ratios can have some limited'meaing in an.initial ranking.

of the projects. 3.

Using the cost and. outcome information of Table 15

cost-effectiiienesp ranking of projects shownresults in the

in Table 16. Projects C, a, D and I, with.the lower costs

.
1.

per unit of achievement, rank in the top four, while projects

B; E, A andK have the higher costs per. unit of achievement.

The composition of the "better" four projects.changes some-

1

,what if, outcome is'the sole basis of ranking (Table 17).
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I

41/
table 16

RANKINCOF PROJECTS BY THEIR COST-EFFECTIVENESS RATIOS

.

Project

Project
Comparable Cost
''($ thousands)

NC/
(Pan

Cost/.
Effectiveness

Ratio
Project'
Ranking

_

.

1,

H.
C

-n

E
F
G

hi,...

I...1

0 j

-K

.

I

.
.

-

.

'I.

.

.

. .

.43

40
,16

15

42

24:
,17

22
14'

25

44

.

Y

c

13.6'

13.6
14.1
8.7.

13.4
'8.7

6.2
15'.0

7:4
.9.1

9-..3,,

.

3.2:
2.9
1.1
1.7

3.1
2.8
2.7'.

1.5
1.9
2.7

4.7

.. ''.

'10

8
1 ..

3
9

.7'-
5

2

ii

6

11 .

-4

4... .., 4

A.

I 4

Table 17

COMPARISON OF PROJECTS RANKED ON'OUTCOME ONLY

Ranked by
NCE Gain

-Ranked by Cost/
Effectiveneis

1 H 15.0
2 C 14.1 H.

3 A 13.6 D ,

4 B 13.6 1

r5 E 13.4 6
6 K 9.3 F

7 J 9.1 J

8 D 8.7 'B

9 F 8.7 E

10 I 7.4 A
11 G 5.2 K
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' As shown in Table 17, consideration of outcome alone

puts Projects
4
H, C, A and B in the top four; .Projects A

and. B are added to the top grouping, and Projects I and D

move' considerably lower--to the l'bOttomr-four projects.
.,/

,Project G is consistently low in the rankings,-regardless

of the basis of the ranking.

Whathappens.if we groupprojects by nearly equivalent

outcomes and select the lowest cost project within-that group?

Conversely, what projects are identified at the most,effec-
-.

tiVe within a group whosd costs are equal or nearly equal?

'These results are showil in the folloWing two tables,° In the:

equal-effectiveness case' (Table 18), Project J is much more

cost-effective than Project K in. achieving almost the same

outcome; Project D is more cost- effective than Project F in

chieving the same outcome.

When pvojects ale ranked by outcome within nearly equal,
,

cost gioupt (Table 19), Projects A, B and E of the highest,

cost groUpIng all are about equally effective fora given

cost. Project K really comes off poorly; it is more costly

than, any other and yet ranks sixth. out of the eleven projects

in terms-of outcome. In the middle-cost groups, Project H
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Table 18

,PROJECTS RANKED B COST WITHIN GROUPS OF-NEARLY
EQUAL EFFECTIVENESS

Project

1

i

NCE Gain
1

Cost
Cost/

Effectiveness

'

i

H
C

B
A
E

K
J

D --

F

I
G

1 15.0
14.1

13.6
13.6
13.4

9.3
9:1

8.7.

8.7

7.4
6.2

$22,000
16,000

40,000
43,000
42,000

44,060
25,000

15,000
24,000

14,000
17,000

9'

--

1.5
1.1

2.9
3.2
3.1

4.7
2.7

1.7
,..' 8

1.9
2.7

C,

Table 19

PROJECTS RANKED BY OUTCOME WITHIN GROUPS OF
NEARLY EQUAL COST

Project Cost -- NCE Gain
Cost/

Effectiveness

K $44,000 9.3 . 4.7

A -43,000 13.6 3.2

E 42,000 13.4 = 3.

B 40,000 13.6 2.9

J 25,000 9.1 2.7

F 24,000 8.7 2.8

H 22,000 15.0 1..5

G 17,000 6.2 2.7.

C 16,000: 14.1 1.1

D 15,000 8.7 1.7

_I_ 14,000 7.4 1.9.
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achieves -the greatest outcome, and in the lowest-cost group,

,Project C far outstrips the other projects in the grouping.
: \

A useful and revealing technique is pair-wise compari-

son of two alternatives. Briefly, in pai'F-wise comparison;

the outcome and'cost are examined in relation to each

other, and your value judgment is exdrci4ed-in deciding if

additional outcome is -worth the additional cost.

In Our example, k'rojects B and F address the same tar-

.the

get population (th pre-test

a cost of $40,000
_-

Project F, on the

cost of,. $24,000:

1

status).

acid an achievement gain of 13.6, while
\

other hand, with a gain ,of 8.7, has a\

Project B has

\ Cost. .

Cost/ ,
NCE Gain Effectiveness

Project B $40,000 13.6 2.9

Project F $24,000 8.7 -2.8 V

In this case, you must

in achievement gain is

ask, yourself if the additional 4.9

worth $16,000.

The pair -wise comparison is particularly enlightening

7in view of roughly the same cost-to-effectiveness ratio for\

both projects. This Must-rates hoW the cost --effectiveness\



c.

ratio; by itself, can be_mislea.ding; an indifference (due

to the same ratio) on the part of the decisionmaker is

implied--an indifference not at all evident, when the dimen-

sions of project cost and outcome are examined.

IMPACT. OF ANALYSIS

These brief 'examples illustrate a simple, analytically

sound way to make the most of cost and outcome data. It is

,possible to effectively rank projects matched--to both educa-

tional needs and available resources.

The simple process of estimating project-comparable cost

(PCC) and district-specific cost (DSC) discussed in this .

.handbook- yields a substantially improved informational base

for the decisions that are made at all levels of the educa-

tional system. The district gains additional insights fot

project modification; a state department of education has an

equitable means for comparing projects in different dis-

tricts; and a district can more readily and systematically

assess the merit of a project operating in another district.

Because information about the various dimensions of cost is

known- and can be manipulated &n an

the enigmatic cost per student can
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easy fashion, reliance on

be. avoided.
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